Brig Cadet from Boston arrives in Portland

**Tuesday, 13th**

- Brig with moderate breeze from the W
- Clear and pleasant weather at 8 a.m.
- Faded by 4 p.m. at 2.30
- Pilot left us at 8 p.m. before dark
- Middle part light bays and pleasant
- Ends moderate bays from S.E. and pleasant weather
- Lat Obs. 41° 38’ N

**Remarks**

- Brig with moderate bays from S.E.
- Clear weather at 8 a.m. at 24.55
- Pilot inclining at 8 p.m. Middle part from S.E.
- From S.W. Last part strong
- Wind eastly, moderate
- Lat Obs. 40° 30’ W

**Thursday, 15th**

- Brig with strong bays from S.W.
- Clear weather and the mean sail heard
- No Top Sails
- Middle part strong bays, strong weather
- Last part moderate bays and pleasant
- All mastsails set at sea
- Lat Obs. Now
  - N. 38° 31’
  - Long. W. 64° 34’

**Friday, 16th**

- Brig with moderate bays from S.W.
- Clear and pleasant weather at 4 p.m. inclining
- N.E. / N.E. Ship to S.
- Middle part strong
- Ends moderate bays from S.W. and pleasant weather
- Lat Obs. 41° 38’ N

**Saturday, 17th**

- Brig with strong bays from S.W.
- Clear and pleasant
- Experienced by long sea as being the balanced top sail, and had just got the
- Time to the top sail clearing when a strong
- Squall started
- Took the top
- Ends strong
- Lat Obs. Now
  - N. 37° 26’
  - Long. W. 64° 24’

**Remarks**

- Brig with moderate bays from S.W.
- Clear and pleasant
- Ends strong
- Lat Obs. Now
  - N. 37° 26’
  - Long. W. 63° 32’
Begins with Cold Breeze and a high Sea. Still lying to under canvass at S. Hills. from moderate to squally E. and at the Fine Sails and Topsails. Single masts at S. made a Barge to the Mast and a Brig to the Easterners. With the Sails set and Signals of Eastern Flying was spotted by the barks, which lay by the wind for some time. The barks also formed deserted without colleague. The Sails by sail remain and beat others. No observations.

**Monday 15th March**

Begins with fresh breezes from NE. and a high sea running at 40 Ticks more moderate and more backing to SW. Middle part hand Sails and Squires from S. of NW. along the S. gay again, Squire. It and Top mast Stay Sails, Hard lead with one Sails.

| Brigg Cadet from Boston towards Portland |
| Sunday |
| 15th March |
| 1840 |

**Tuesday 17th March**

Begins with Strong Breezes from the East and thick Sailing Squires together. Middle and Salters Part Four and Five Breezes from West and North, and passing under a Mud Storm more Sail.

| Brigg Cadet from Boston towards Portland |
| Tuesday |
| 17th March |

**Wednesday 18th**

Begins with moderate Breezes from the East and Blowing rain together. at S. Hills, more headed directly to the W. Tact to NW. Middle part Four Sails and Bell. From NW. alone set top Sails, reef and luff Sails and fore part Sails. From NW. blowing Brandy together. Lab D.C. 31. 35 T. Long D.C. 53. 35 W.
Friday 20th March 1840

Saturday 21st March 1840

Monday 23rd March 1840

Tuesday 24th March 1840

Wednesday 25th March 1840

Remarks

Begins with strong Breeze from NW and passing Clouds, and continues so with some Squalls throughout.

Lat. Obs. 24° 04' P.
Long. Obs. 32° 28' W.

Lat. Obs. 24° 26' P.
Long. Obs. 32° 13' W.

Lat. Obs. 21° 47' P.
Long. Obs. 31° 39' W.

Commences with small Breezes and fair weather. Middle part moderate Breezes from NE, fine weather. Ends light airs from East & clear weather.

Lat. Obs. 19° 10' P.
Long. Obs. 31° 31' W.

Lat. Obs. 24° 20' P.
Long. Obs. 31° 28' W.
Tuesday, 29th

13 Equus with high trails + passing clouds, wind continuing to South, the 24th hour

Long Chron 57.48 W

Wednesday, 30th

13 Equus with high trails + passing clouds, wind continuing to South, the 24th hour

Lat Obs 12:31

Long Chron 57.44 W

Thursday, 1st April 1810

13 Equus with low trails + passing clouds, wind continuing to South, the 24th hour

Lat Obs 12:31

Long Chron 57.32 W
2 April 1746

Remarks

Begins with light wind and squally
for customers. Head, raine, head and
wind at 3 30 P.M. Brains point bearing
N 60° E at 6 30 P.M. Anchored just inside
the point, tide running down very strong.

Saw a Brigg coming out. Brigg Terra of Boston

6 11 30 P.M. got under way with the
wind and stood up nine. At 2 P.M.
Spoke Brigg Amazon. Tried her brand on P's
at 3 P.M. Anchored at N. Amsterdam

and at 4 30. Started with the boat
for Samaarclo. So ends this day of 26 hours.

Begins with brisk Brigs from N.W.
and pleasant weather. At 3 P.M. passed
Brains point at 5 15. Bear 36° 7' North

middle pass moderate

breeze & pleasant. all still set by the
wind. Latter part high winds.

Rainy weather. Lab Obs 5.51

Long Chron 55° 48.7'

19th May

Begins with moderate breeze - Rainy
from 8 P.M. till 10 P.M. Calm. then
faintly squally. Rainy

(Caught a Shad)

Lab Obs 6.10. none

Wednesday

20

Begins with moderate Brigs from N.W.
Squally weather. Continued to 10 P.M. of 15
24 hours.

Lab Obs 8.27.1

Long Chron 56° 02.11

Thursday

21 April

Begins with moderate Brigs from N.W.+

Squalls, Head & & &
Gale breeze from same quarter. Squally as
times. All Sails d'y by the Fore

Lab Obs 10.25.1

Long Chron 56° 33.17
**Brig Cadet from Surinam Homeports**

**Friday 22 May**

Begins with a strong Trade Wind from ENE and passing Clouds, Hobbled east.

**Saturday 23rd**

Commences with fresh trade from ENE and passing Clouds, and continues so throughout, at 9 P.M. a Smoky Hummock.

**Sunday 24th**

Begins with fine Trade winds, and Doboy.

**Monday 25th**

Throughout, small Trade winds, Pleasant weather, nnid about East Embly in Trinadad.

**Tuesday 26th May**

Begins with gentle Breezes from Eastward.

**Wednesday 27th**

Begins with light mists from Eastward.

**Thursday 28th**

Begins with gentle Breezes from Southward.

**Friday 29th**

Begins with gentle Breezes from Eastward.

**Saturday 30th**

Begins with gentle Breezes from Eastward.

**Sunday 31st**

Begins with gentle Breezes from Eastward.
Begins with fine Breezes & fair weather.

Monday

1st June 1841.

Begins with fine Breezes, passing clouds, at 6 Bells. Moderate. Pleasent. Breezy. And Ends the Same.

Lat. 88° 12'.

Long. 65° 11'.

Tuesday

2d.


Lat. 88° 31'.

Long. 63° 24'.

Wednesday

3d.

Begins with Moderate Breezes. Cloudy. Through the night Breezes from E. B. Strong. Ends fresh Breezes from S. S. W. Cloudy. Mats. Lat. 92° 43'.

Long. 67° 11'.

Thursday

4th.


Lat. 96° 45'.

Long. 28° 13'.

Lat. 25° 36'.

Long. 54° 02'.

Sunday

21st.

Begins with light S.E. from S. S. W. at 5 to 10 Bells. Calm. Then Small Breezes from N. N. W. Ends Small Breezes.

Lat. 26° 30'.

Long. 53° 27'.

Saturday

30th.


Lat. 54° 01'.

Long. 64° 01'.

Remarks

Friday

29th.

Begins from Savannah to Free Gloucester.

Lat. 52° 35'.

Long. 62° 37'.

Regret
Friday 5th June

Began with fine Rages from SW Airs.

Remained at 3 P.M. Saw a Ship Standing to the Eastward, at 5 saw another.

Monday 8th June

Began with light Mists from WSW Airs.

Remained at 3 P.M. A Ship Standing to the Eastward, at 5 saw another.

Tuesday 9th June

Began with fine Rages from SW Airs.

Remained about 3 P.M. Saw another.

Monday 8th June

Began with light Mists from SW Airs.

Remained at 3 P.M. A Ship Standing to the Eastward, at 5 saw another.

Tuesday 9th June

Began with fine Rages from SW Airs.

Remained about 3 P.M. Saw another.

Monday 8th June

Began with light Mists from SW Airs.

Remained at 3 P.M. A Ship Standing to the Eastward, at 5 saw another.

Tuesday 9th June

Began with fine Rages from SW Airs.

Remained about 3 P.M. Saw another.
Bry Cadet from Warmun to see Worcester

Remarks
June 10, 1840


All sea to be bad. Bearing to South to W. Not about 30. Sale of vessel on 17. Stowing various things.

Sat. Oct. 42-20.4
Long. Comm. 69.50 W

Thursday
June 14, 1840

Begins with light winds from West.

Hazy weather. At 12.00. Veer to Nor.

Cloud. Light cloud bearing WNW. 30 n. of W. At 8.00. Made Cape Sable light and arrived at Newcast. At 8.00. Evening

Stead. Move the vessel and down the creek. After a voyage of 4 months 3 days of passage. Some of 44 days.